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v (57) Abstract: Systems and methods are described for compensating for variations in process, voltage, temperature, or combinations
o thereof in an apparatus. An example apparatus may be a memory circuit. A pre-driver circuit and driver circuit may be associated

with the memory circuit. A reference generator may provide the pre-driver circuit with reference signals that are insensitive to pro -
cess, voltage, and temperature. The pre-driver circuit may receive the reference signals and the pre-driver circuit output ramping rate
may then be made less sensitive to variations in process, voltage, and temperature. The pre-driver circuit output may then be sup -
plied to a driver circuit that may then output a final driver data output with reduced noise.



APPARATUSES AND METHODS FOR COMPENSATING FOR PROCESS,
VOLTAGE, AND TEMPERATURE VARIATION IN A MEMORY

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

] Memories may be provided in a variety o f apparatuses, such as computers. r other

devices, including but not limited to portable memory devices, solid state drives, mus

players, -cameras, phones, wireless devices, displays, chip sets, set top boxes, gaming

systems, vehicles, and appliances. There are many different types of memory including

volatile memory {e.g., dynamic random access memory (DRAM)) and non-volatile

memory (e.g.. flash memory). Flash memory architectures may include AN or -NOR.

architecture.

| Memory performance can be improved by compensating for variations in process,

voltage, and temperature of the memory that may affect pre-driver circuit and driver circuit

performance. Process variations are naturally occurring variations in the attributes of

transistors that occur whe integrated circuits are fabricated. Voltage -variations may affect

the fi nal voltage and current output of the driver circui Temperature variations may affect

the threshold voltages of transistors in the pre-driver circuit and driver circuit.

Compensation for the effects of these variations can achieved by adjusting the ramping rate

of a pre-driver circuit that supplies signals to a driver circuit. The pre-driver circuit ay be

configured to provide both a fast ramping rate corresponding to higher output st age logic-

p er voltage V and a slower ramping rate corresponding to a lower V The speed

of the ramping rate i the pre-driver circuit that is provided with the higher V also

generates higher n se i n the final output of the driver circuit. Often it is not necessary to

have this higher speed ramping rate, as the -slower ramping spee is sufficiently fast. The

pre-driver fast ramping rate corresponding to a higher- data voltage out ma be slowed

down to more closely match the pre-driver slow ramping rate corresponding to a lower

data voltage out. Because the ramping rates ar more closely matched, the resultant current

output from the pre-driver circuit may have a reduced sensitivity to variations in process,

voltage, .and temperature that may be present in the memory, and therefore transmit less

noise to the final driver circuit output.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

|0031 FIG. 1 is a block diagra of an apparatus including an output driver circuit pre-

driver circuit, and a reference generator circuit, according to an embodiment of the

invention.

f004] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating a reference generator circuit, according to

an embodiment of the invention.

| Sj FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a reference generator circuit including a

bias generator circuit, according to an embodiment of the invention.

0 F G. 4 is a schematic diagram of a pre-driver circuit, according to an embodiment

of the invention.

07] F X , S is a block diagram o f memory, according to an embodiment of the

invention .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

|0081 Certain details are set forth below to provide a sufficient understanding of

embodiments of the invention. However, it will he clear to one skilled in the art that

embodiments of the invention may be practiced without these particular details. Moreover,

the particular embodiments of the present invention described herein are provided by way

of example and should not be used to limit the scope of the invention to these particular

embodiments, In other instances, well-known circuits, control signals, timing protocols,

and software operations have not been shown in detail in order to avoid unnecessarily

obscuring the invention.

|0091 FIG.- illustrates an apparatus 0 according to an embodiment of the invention.

As used herein, apparatus ay refer to, for example, an integrated circuit, a memory

device, a memory system, an electronic device or system, a smart phone, a tablet, a

computer, a server, etc,

j Apparatus 100 may also include, for example, a reference generator circuit iOL a

pre-driver circuit 02, and an output driver circuit 103. The output driver circuit . 3

includes an output driver transistor M101, and an output driver transistor M 2 . n the



embodiment illustrated in FIG, 1. the output driver transistor M .1 is shown as a p-

channel. transistor and the output driver transistor M l 2 is show as an n-c ar e

transistor. Other types of transistors may be used in other embodiments, however. The

reference generator circuit 1.01 may be configured to receive a trim s nal V a

reference voltage to provide or more reference signals to the pre-driver circuit

2. The reference signals provided to the pre-driver circuit 2 may include a V ra .

signal and a signal. The and signals ay be based at least in part on the

VTRIM and V signals provided to the reference generator circuit 1 . Values for the

signal and the voltage may be determined during the manufacture of the

apparatus 0 . The pre-driver circuit 2 may be configured to. provide pre-driver pull-up

signal >to the output driver transistor M 0 1 and the pre-driver pull-down signal P W to

the output driver transistor M l 02 of the output driver circuit 103. As will be described in

more detail below, the . and signals provided by the reference generator circuit

101 may be used by the pre-driver circuit 02 to provide P and signals having

voltages and currents that may compensate for temperature, process, and voltage

sensitivities of the pre-driver circuit 102 and/or the output driver circuit 103,

} In some embodiments, the output driver transistor M 1 and the output driver

transistor M 02 may be arranged in an inverter, push-pull configuration and the output

driver transistor M 1 may receive pre-driver pull-up signal P and function as a pull-up

transistor while the output driver transistor . 2 receives pull-down signal. and

function as a pull-down transistor in order to generate the driver output signal. - The

source of the output driver transistor M l. 1 may be coupled to a supply voltage, for

example, C while the drain of the output driver transistor M l 02 may be coupled to a

reference voltage, for example.

2 The pre-driver circuit may be configured to operate according to .a "fast ramping"

rate or for a "slow .ramping" rate. When configured to operate according to the fast

ramping rate the rate at which output data changes between logic levels is relati vely faster

than the rate at which output data changes between logic levels when operating according

to the slow ramping rate, n the case o f the pre-driver circuit being configured for a .fast



ramping rate, a supply voltage V cx may be in the .range of 2.7 to 3,6 volts. f the pie-

d ver circuit is configured for a slow ramping rate, the supply voltage V' may be in the

range of 1.7 to 2.0 volts. The output driver transistors . and 02 may be larger tha

the transistors i pre-driver circuit 102 a reference generator circuit . in order to

provide greater current dr e for the final driver output signal

0131 FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic diagram of a reference generator circuit 200

according to an embodi ment of the invention. The reference generator circuit 200 ay be

used for example, as reference generator circuit 101 from FIG. . The reference generator

circuit 200 includes transistors M201 and M202, and transistors M203, M204. M205,

M206, M207, M208, M2Q9, M 10 and Μ 2 The gates of transistors M2G3, M 2 5

M207. and M209 ay be configured to be responsive to signal ¾ The gates of

transistors M204, M206, M208, and M 2 may be configured to be responsive to .

the embodiment illustrated in FIG, 2, the transistors M201 and M202 are illustrated as p-

ehannel transistors, and the transistors M203-M21 1 are illustrated as -c anne transistors,

Other types of transistors may be used in other embodiments, however,

0141 The transistors M 2 and M202 may be coupled at the source and bod terminals

to a supply voltage, for example, V cq The gate and drain terminals of the transistor M201

and the gate terminal of the transistor M202 may be coupled to the drain terminals of the

transistors M203, M205, M207. and M209. The drain terminal of the transistor M202 may

e coupled to the drain and gate terminal o f the transistor M .1. The drains of the

transistors M204, M206. M208 and M are coupled to a reference voltage, for example,

Vss- e drain of the transistor 2 1 i may also be coupled to reference voltage, for

example, ¾ reference voltage may represent an internal reference voltage, and

the reference voltage ay represent a reference voltage suitable for an output data

signal, for example, as provided by an output driver circuit. some embodiments, the

reference voltages V:$ and are the same. n some embodiments, however, the

reference voltages V¾ and V so may be different.

1 j n operation, the combination of the transistor 2 and the transistors M203 ,

M204, M205. M206. M207, M208, 209 , and 2 may provide various current paths



rom Vc o to V based on the a d signals. The signal ma be trim

signal that s set at a voltage to account for variations in circuit performance. The V m

signal may be determined during a test phase of the reference generator circuit 200. which

may be performed a s part of the manufacturing process. When the voltage of the

signal is determined, it may be programmed, for example, in fuses, a ifuses, non-voiatile

m cells, etc., so that the R signal may be provided at the proper voltage

whenever the reference generator circuit 200 is operational The - signal may be a

reference voltage signal, and ay be provided by an internal reference generator, for

example, a hand gap v tage reference generator (not shown). The transistor may be

configured as a current mirror with the transistors M2 and M202, and provide a -

signal. A i signal may be provided at drain of the transistor. M20 1 {common with

drains of the transistors M2Q3, 2 0.5 M207, and M209).

] The transistors 0 3, M 2 5, M207, and 2 0 9 are configured to b responsive to

signal - The transistors M2 3 . M205, M207, a d M 2 0 may be wide-channel n-

ehan e transistors, for example. The. X signal may be a multi-bit signal where each

bit corresponds to a - respective one of the transistors M203, M205, M2 7 and M209, and

may be used to control the conductivity of the- respective transistor. Other V J signal to

transistor arrangements may be used as wel for example, the signal ay represent a

code that enables particular combinations of the transistors M203 M205, M207, and

M209. The bit configuration of signal ma allow the V-- 5 signal to be

selectively app ed to the gates of the transistors 20 3 M2QS, M207, and M209, and may

allow an increase in current flow Irom X through the current paths. This

increase in current flow may in turn allow for an adjustment of the voltage of the V E or

t output signals that, for example, may be supplied to a pre-driver circuit, such as the

pre- r er circuit 102 of FIG. I .

] The transistors M 2Q 2 6 2 8. and 2Λ are configured to be responsive to

the - signal, The p signal may be a reference signal configured to provide each of

the transistors 2 04 M206, 208, and M 2 with a reference voltage, or example of 1

volt. Other voltages may be provided as well. Compensation for variations in process.



voltage, and temperature through adjustment of components and inputs to the reference

generator c ircuit 200 will now be described A balance of approaches to compensating for

the effects of process, voltage, ar d temperature variation on the current supplied to the pre-

driver circuit wil yield a signal transition speed for the pre~driver circuit that ay he

generally consistent over variations in process, temperature, voltage, or combinations

thereof, and may reduce noise of the output of the final driver circuit.

The reference generator 200 is configured to provide signals that

may be insensitive to variations n operating condition and circuit processing. The V

and signals may be used to set a current through the current paths of the reference

generator circuit 200, which in turn may result in the current and voltage output of the

signal to be insensitive as well. The d V signals may be

provided to an output driver circuit (e.g., the output driver circuit 1 3 of F . ) to cause

signal transitions of an output data signal between different logic levels to be generally

consistent The resulting signal transitions of the output data may be generally consistent

lor different temperature, voltage, and process conditions. For example, where variations

in voltage, temperature, process conditions, or combinations thereof result in and

signals that would otherwise cause an output driver circuit (e.g., the output driver

circuit 0 3 of F G, 1) to provide output data having relatively fast signal transitions, the

» signals provided by the reference generator circuit 200 result in the output

driver circuit having relatively slower signal transitions. Conversely, where the output

driver circuit would otherwise provide output data having relatively slow signal transitions,

the S and signals provided by the reference generator circuit 200 result in the

output driver circuit having relatively faster signal transitions. The speed of the signal

transitions for the different conditions may thus be relatively consistent.

] Process Variation Compensation

] Fabrication of transistors and components during integrated circuit may introduce

naturally occurring variations in the attributes of components. This is referred to as process

variation. For example lengths, widths, and thicknesses of transistors may vary within a

tolerance during manufacturing of an integrated circuit. Controlling an apparatus at a given



voltage and temperature may allow o measurement of process variation effects, and may-

allow for the compensation of said process variation effects.

0 1 Pro ding signal to the ga es of the transistors M204. 20 6 M208, and M2

may allow a reference current to be set for t e reference generator circuit. For a given

measured apparatus temperature and supply voltage V' a . mu i-bit be

provided to the gates o f he transistors M203, M203, M207, and M209 in d e reference

generator circuit in order to achieve the desired current and voltage for and -

which may then be supplied to the re-dr er c cui t to compensate any process variations

effects in the apparatus.

2 2 ] Temperature Variation Compensation

{023] Variations in temperature of an apparaius may affect the performance of transistors

by creating variation in the threshold voltage, - required to activate the transistors. For

example, transistors at a lower temperature will have a higher V - . Conversely, transistors

of at a higher temperature will have a lower V -m . A transistor's performance may be

measured b the amount of current tha passes through the transistor. This current

measurement is a function of the difference between the gate-source voltage and By

changing the gate-source voltage, the temperature effects on V and the current passing

through the transistors can be mitigated.

2 4 ] As such, may be adjusted based on temperature change in order to

compensate for temperature effects o current. Increasing S as the temperature

increases will reduce circuit sensitivity to an. increase in temperature by increasing the

gate-source voltage of the transistors V 2 4 . M206, 20 and M2 . and driving these

transistors into saturation. At this point these transistors begin to function with low

resistance and allow current flow between V o and \ . Conversely, a lower applied

at lower temperatures will result in a lower .gate-source voltage on. th transistors M2 4 .

M206, 2 and. M 2 1 and reduce current flow. Thus, adjusting based on

temperature changes a provide compensation inverse to the inherent relationship

between transistor performance and temperature changes. n this -way, temperature effects



on transistors, for example, i a pre-driver circuit may be mitigated, and temperature

.sensitivity may be reduced.

2 5 ] V g Variation Compensation

| 2 The voltage supplied to the apparatus may be susceptible to variation. For example,

supply voltage operate within several ranges, including from 2.7 to 3,6 volts or

alternately. from 1.7 to 2.0 volts. This variation i increase noise i the final

driver circuit output. There may be several ways to compensate f r the effects of this

voltage variation b y making adjustments in the reference generator circuit. For example,

multi-bit signal V R may be ad sted in order to drive the transistors 2 G3 20 5.

M207, and M20 individually or in combination i to saturation by applying a M

voltage to the transistor gate that matches This will allow the transistors M203,

M205, M2 7 , and M2 9 to function as eascode circuit when s high, and reduce the

impact on the drain-source voltage on the transistors M2 4 M206, M2 8 and M210.

thereby reducing the impact of variation in supply voltage V } on the signals

| 02 3 The impact o f variation in the supply voltage VCCQ on the signals and

may also be mitigated by using the long-channel transistors M 2 4, M206, M208, and

M2 0 having increased channel lengths. Increasing the channel length of the transistors

may provide a greater effective resistance and increase the threshold voltage of the

transistors. This may also reduce the . impact on the drain-source voltage o . these

transistors and re ce the impact o f variation in supply voltage o n the current of

signals ¾ and V - The channel lengths of the transistors M204., 206 , 20 , and

M2 may be for example, be six times longer or more than the other transistors in the

reference generator circuit 200.

|028] FIG. 3 illustrates a schematic diagram of a reference generator circuit 300

according t an embodiment of the invention. The reference generator circuit 300 may be

used as the reference generator circuit . from FIG 1 . The reference generator circuit 0

ma include a bias generator circuit 350. The bias generator circuit 350 may include the

transistors M and 3. The reference generator circuit 30 may also include, for



example, the transistors 3 and 3Q2 and the transistors 303. 304 305 306.

M307, M30 M 3 . M 0, and 1 The ga es of the transistors 303. Μ3Θ5. M3 7.

and M309 ma be configured to be responsive lo signal V-miM- gales of transistors

M304, M 6. M30 . and M 0 be configured to be responsive to V -

9 ] in operation, the reference generator circuit 00 may function in a a ner similar

to that described with respect to the reference generator circuit 200 from FIG. 2. The

reference generator circuit 300 includes additional components in the form of the bias

generator circuit 350. the operation of which will now be described.

©| The source of the transistor Μ 2 may he connected to the drain of the transistor

M301, while the source of the transistor M3 13 may be connected to the drain of the

transistor M302. The drain terminal of the transistor M3.12 ay be connected to the drain

terminals of the transistors M303, M305, M307, and M309. The drain terminal of

transistor M 2 may also provide the signal The drain terminal of the transistor

M may he connected to the drain terminal of the transistor M3i . The drain terminal of

the transistor M may also provide the signal The gate terminals of the

transistors M 2 and M313 may be configured to be responsive to bias signal, V AS

In operation, the transistors M3 and M3 3 may function as a eascode circuit that

may reduce the impact of the supply voltage V on the drain-source voltage of the

transistors M301 and M302 Thus applying the \ s signal to the gates of the transistors

M and M3 3 may further compensate for effects from any variation i V - < vohage.

2] e compensation techniques describe above with respect to FIG. 2 and FiG. 3

may be combined to a desirable speed t noise ratio br he pre-driver circuit performance.

n operation, the combination of compensation tor process, voltage, and temperature

variation may allow the pre-driver circuit to perform more consistently under a variety of

circumstances.

3] FIG 4 illustrates a schematic diagram of a pre-driver circuit 400 according to an

embodiment of the invention. Th pre-driver circuit 400 may he used as he pre-driver

circuit 02 from FIG. . The pre-driver circuit 400 ma include NOR logic circuit 401 .

NAND logic circuit 406, leve shifter circuits 402 and 407. inverter circuits 403 and 408.



and output control circuits 404 and 409, The pre-driver circuit 400 may be configured to

provide signals and to a driver circuit, for example such as driver circuit 3

FIG. .

0 4] In operation, NOR logic circuit 4 receives a data signal V A a d an enable

signal EN. The EN signal may be provided by control logic (not shown) to enable the pre-

driver circuit 400 to provide th l and w signals responsive to the A signal. A n

output o f N O logi circuit 401 is provided to level shifter 402. The level shifter 402 is

configured to change the voltage of an output provided in response to the V DAT signal to

the inverter circuit 403. For example, the level shifter 402 may be configured to change

the voltage of a high logic level to a voltage greater than that of the signal provided by the

NOR logic circuit 401. The output of level shifter 402 is then provided to inverter 403.

The inverter 403 provides pre-driver output signal P , which ma be supplied to a final

driver circuit as a pull-up signa for exa p le output driver circuit 103 from FIG. ,

3 1 The inverter 403 is also connected to output control circuit 404, which controls the

output o f the signal P p . The output control circuit 404 is provided a V? -
s signal. The

V signal may be provided, for example, by a reference voltage generator, such as

reference voltage generator 200 or 300 of F G . 2 and FIG. 3. The signal is provided

to the transistor 4 of the output control circuit 404 t control the output of the signal

provided by the inverter 403, for example, controlling the voltage and/or current of the .

signal. The transistors 410 of the output control circuit 404 are configured as capacitance

circuits to aid n .maintaining the voltage of the V«¾ signal.

36 ] Similarly in operation, the .NAM) logic circuit 406 receives complementary' - data

signal V and the EN signal. The V A signal is complementary to the signal

provided to the NOR logic circuit 401. An output of the NAND logic circuit 406 is

provided to level shifter 407. The level shifter 407 s configured to change the voltage of

an output of the level shifter, for example, change the voltage of a high logic level to a

voltage greater than that o f the signal provided y the NAND logic circuit 406. An output

of level shifter 407 is provided to inverter 408. The inverter 408 provides pre-driver output



signal which may be supplied to a final driver circuit as a pull -down signa l for

example, outpui driver circuit 3 i m FIG. 1.

3 The inverter 408 is also connected to (he output control circuit 409 ich controls

the output of the signal PDN- The output control circuit 409 is provided a signal.

The signal may be provided, for exa pl by a reference voltage generator, such as

reference voltage generator 200 or 300 of FIG. 2 and. FIG. 3 . The signal is provided

to a transistor 4 1 of the output control circuit 409 to control the output of the ¾ signal

provided by the inverter 408 for example, control the voltage and/or current of the PDN

signal. The transistors 413 of the output control circuit 409 are configured as capacitance

circuits to aid in maintaining the voltage of the signal.

3 j As previously described, the signals ay be insensitive to

temperature, voltage, and process variations. Providing such and signals to

the pre-driver circuit 400 may result in P p and signals tha can he used to control an

output driver circuit to provide output data having signal transitions that are relatively

consistent o e various operating and process conditions. That is, where the operating

and/or processing conditions would typically cause the speed of the signal transitions of

the output data to be faster, the P and signals provided by the pre-driver circuit 400

control the speed of the signal transitions to be relatively slower. Where the operating

and/or processing conditions would typically cause the speed of the signal transitions of

the output data to be the pre-driver circuit 400

control the speed of the signal transitions to be relatively faster. The resu of the relatively

slower and faster signal transitions .are signal transitions between logic levels that .may be

more consistent over different operating and or processing conditions.

3 F G . 5 is a block diagram of a memory 500 according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

| 4 | Data may be provided to and/or received . rom the memory 500 as. respective sets of

sequential input/output (" / ") signals transmitted over one or ore of the busses 510,

5 14 . The basses 0 . 514 may/b connected to an I/ control unit 540 thai routes data

between the busses 5 10 5 4 and/or other components of the memory 500. I/ control unit



540 may include reference generator 101. pre-driver circuit 102, and output driver circuit

3 f om apparatus 100. as described wit respect to FIG 1.. The memory 500 also may

include a control logic uoil 5 0 thai ay receive a strobe signal DQS. a strobe signal DQS-

P, and command and address signals CA over busses 5 . 5 , and 2, respectively.

Each of the DQS, DQS-P, and CA signals may be used for operating the memory 500.

| 11 The memory 500 ay include an array 530 of memory cells tha may be flash

memory cells, b t may additionally or alternatively be DRAM, SDRAM, or any other type

of memory ce ls. Moreover, the memory 500 may include an address bus 544 that applies

block-row address signals to a row decoder 560 and column address signals to a colum

decoder 564, Block-row and column addresses may be based, at least in part, on the

address of an address signal included in received CA signals. The row decoder 560 and

column decoder 564 ma be used to select blocks of memory or memory cells for memory

operations, for example, read, program, and erase memory operations- The column decoder

564 may enable data to be applied to columns of memory corresponding to the column

address signals and allows data to be coupled from columns of memory corresponding. o

the column address signals.

042} In response to the memory commands decoded by the control logic unit 550, the

memory cells in the array 530 may be read, programmed, or erased. Read, program, and

erase circuits 568 coupled to the memory array 530 may receive control signals from the

control logic unit 550 and include voltage generators for generating various pumped

voltages for read, program and erase operations

43| During a progra operation, after the row address signals have been applied to the

address bus 544, the control unit 540 routes data to a . cache register 570. The data are

cached in the cache register 570 in successive sets each having a . size corresponding to the

width of the busses 5 0. 514. The cache register 570 sequentially stores the sets of data for

an entire row or page of memory cells in the arra 530. All of the stored data are then use

to program a row or page of .memory cells in the array 530 selected by the Mock-row

address coupled through the address bus 544. In a similar manner, during a read operation

data signals from a row or block of memory cells selected by the block-row address



coupled through the address bus 544 are stored in a data register 580. Sets of data

corresponding n size to the width of the busses 510. 4 are the sequentially transferred

through the 0 control unit 540 from the data register 580 to one or more of the busses

510, 4 . The sets of data transferred through the I/ control unit 540 ay pass through a

r iver circuit and output driver circuit, such as those described with respect to FIGS. 1-

4, in order to provide data sets that are insensitive to changes in process, voltage, a d/or

temperature.

|044] From the foregoing it will he appreciated thai, although specific embodiments of

the invention have been described herein for purposes of illustration, various modifications

may be made without deviating from the spirit and scope of d e invention.

4 Accordingly, the invention is not limited to the specific embodiments of the

invention described herein.



CLAIMS

Wh t s claimed is:

1. Ai apparatus comprising;

an output driver circuit configured to provide a data output signal;

a pre-driver circuit configured to provide pre-driver signals to the output driver

circuit; and

a reference generator circuit configured to provide pre-driver reference signals to

the pre-driver circuit to compensate for variations in process, temperature, voltage, or

combinations thereof within the apparatus.

2. The apparatus of claim 1. where in the .output driver circuit comprises an

inverter circuit

3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein the pre -driver signals comprise a pull-up

signal provided to a pull-up transistor in the inverter circuit and a pull-down signal

provided to a pull-down transistor in the inverter circuit.

4. The apparatus of claim , wherein d pre-driver circuit further comprises:

a first pre-driver inverter circuit;

a first. -level shifter circuit coupled to the first pre-driver inverter circuit the first

level shifter circuit configured to receive a first pre-driver reference signal from the

reference generator circuit;

a second pre-driver inverter circuit;

a second level shifter circuit coupled to the second pre-driver circuit, the second

level shifter circuit configured to receive a second pre-driver reference signal . ro the

reference generator;

wherein an output of the first pre-driver in verter circuit is configured to provide a

first pre-driver signal of the pre-driver signals and



wherein a output of the second pre-driver inverter circuit is configured to provide

a second pre-driver signal f the pre-driver signals.

5. The apparatus of clai 4, wherein the pre-driver circuit further comprises:

a first output control circuit coupled to the output of the first pre-driver inverter

circuit and configured to provide a first reference voltage to the first pre-driver circuit; and

a second output control circuit coupled to the output of the second pre-driver

inverter circuit and configured to provide a second reference voltage to the second pre-

driver circuit.

6. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the pre-driver .reference signals comprise

fi rs and second pre-driver reference signals and wherein the reference generator circuit

comprises a current mirror, the current mirror configured to mirror a current of the first

pre-driver reference signal to provide the second pre-driver reference signal.

7 . An apparatus comprising:

a reference generator circuit configured to provide a plurality of reference signals,

wherein the reference signals are insensitive to variations in process, temperature, voltage,

or combinations thereof within the apparatus;

a pre-driver circuit configured to provide a plurality of control signals responsive to

receipt of the plurality of reference signals and plurality of data signals; and

an output driver circuit configured provide an output data signal responsive to

receipt of the plurality of control signals,

wherein a speed of signal transitions between logic levels of the output data signal

is consistent over variations in voltage and/or temperature.

8 . The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the reference generator circui comprises:

first, second., and third sets of transistors.



9. The apparatus of claim. wherein the reference generator circuit- is

configured to receive:

a trim voltage signal provided to the first set of transistors;

a reference voltage sig al provided to the second set of transistors; a d

a bias voltage signal provided to the third set of transistors.

I 0 The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the trim voltage signal is a multi-bit

signal and each bit of the multi-bit signal- is provided to a respective one o the irst set of

transistors.

. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the fi r st set of transistors are configured

in a ease-ode arrangement with the second set of transistors.

12. The apparatus of claim -8, wherein the reference generator circuit further

comprises a fourth set of transistors, and wherein the third set of transistors are configured

in a cascode arrangement with the fourth set of transistors.

13. The apparatus of claim S. wherein the second set of transistors comprise

long channel transistors.

14. The apparatus of claim ?, wherein the plurality of control signals comprise a

pull-up signal and a pull-down signal.

15. A method comprising;

compensating for variations in. process, temperature, voltage, or combinations

thereof in a memory by providing a plurality of reference signals to a pre-driver circuit in

the mory,

wherein the current of the plurality of reference signals is insensitive to variations

in the process, temperature, voltage, or combinations thereof of the memory.



16. The ethod of aim 15 wherein compensating for variations in process,

temperature voltage or combinations thereof further comprises changing a ramping rate of

the pre-driver circuit.

7 . The method of claim , wherein the plurality of reference signals are

generated b a reference generator circuit in response to a combination of a trim signal a

bias signal and a reference voltage signal.

18. The method of claim 7. wherem transistor channel length in the reference

generator circuit is configured to compensate for voltage variation.

19. The method of claim 17, wherein the trim signal is a multi-bit signal

selectively applied to a first set of transistors in the reference generator circuit.

20. The method of claim 7, wherein the reference voltage signal is applied to a

second set of transistors in the reference generator circuit.

21. The method of claim 17. wherein the bias voltage signal is applied to a thir

set of transistors in the reference generator circuit.
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